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For more than two decades, Pantone has been announcing the Colour of the Year which
would influence multiple industries, ranging from interior design to fashion. For 2020, the
winner is the PANTONE 19-4052 Classic Blue, described as “a timeless and enduring blue
hue” that’s “suggestive of the sky at dusk”. To dress up your interior, here are a few ideas
on how to comfortably embrace this deep and timeless colour that is already a universal
favourite. Dive into the blue and get inspired!
As an Accent Wall
This enduring shade of blue brings a sense of peace and tranquillity to the spirit and is just
perfect for the bedroom. The restful colour will look divine behind the bed and is the perfect
background to enhance the natural colour of wood. Choose an elegant bed such as a timeless
poster bed in teak wood. Dress it up with matching bedside tables and light-coloured lamps.
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As a backdrop
The colour Classic Blue is elegant, classy and easy to integrate into almost any room of the
house. On smaller wall surfaces like in an entry hall, this tint can be used as a backdrop for
whitewashed furniture that will stand out more. Place a beautiful mirror, with intricate
motives, such as the mirror Loulou, in your entrance lobby for a stunning result. You can add
the gorgeous whitewashed console Danon under the mirror, for a chic marine atmosphere.
As Statement Furniture
Calming and reassuring, the colour of the year 2020 works well for statement furniture that
will lift up the decor of the room. A simple small table, like the stylish On-the-move Side Table
by the Danish brand Cane-line, can add that touch of sophistication to your space. The bar
stool Barry is another bold choice and a definite eye-catcher.
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In subtle touches
Trendy furniture in recycled painted wood with touches of blue is a creative way to add an
artistic dimension to this classic hue. With their Boho-chic style and touches of washed paint,
the chair Roja, or the cabinet Meja are perfect examples of how to incorporate the colour into
the home differently. It can also be used in the form of cushions, to dress up a fashionable
lounge set, like the stunning Manutti set of modular sofas (available on order). In a bathroom,
add a few white and blue Mitha baskets for a relaxed summer vibe.
We hope that you got inspired! Have fun and you will surely find how to best use the latest
Pantone Colour of the Year in your home.
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